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For years, buyers have been forced to rely on
disparate, manual processes to execute on their
most complex, collective endeavors. Take control
of your process with Datasite Acquire, the first
deal management platform designed just for you.
Make better decisions, faster, and save an average
of 22 days on every deal.

Collaborate in the data room
With so many review teams to manage, Email, Excel, and Every-Other-Thing communications can quickly spiral out of control.
Stop chasing your workstreams around and make them come to you by conducting diligence in one consolidated location.

Integrated findings tool

Document commenting

No more due diligence emails to decipher or points
to draw out. Equip your team with a concise,
standardized format to report findings. Keep your
running list in one place and track them by status
and priority on your dashboard.

Keep team chats consolidated, accessible, and
secure. Use @mentions to make public or private
notes on underlying materials to one or more
participants. Flag key dependencies and risks
directly to colleagues for input.

Links to everything

Embedded Q&A

Never hunt through email attachments again.
Experience the joys of unbroken communication
chains when your team updates trackers, creates
findings, and makes @mentions directly off
underlying documents.

Conduct Q&A right within the project. Set up
question and answer teams, question categories,
and approval workflows quickly and easily. Create
questions online or import from Excel. Stay up
to date in real-time with the Q&A dashboard.
All finished? Keep a historical record of all your
conversations in one place.

Transform your checklists with trackers
Simplify your life by consolidating your checklists directly into Datasite Acquire. Trackers combines the flexibility of lists with
real-time analytics and data room technology. Now you can centralize your to-dos in one place and automate workstream updates.

Upload or copy

Granular permissions

Why mess with success? Upload your existing Excel
worksheet to get started or use one of our templates.
Copy multiple trackers across open projects or pick
and choose the ones you want to move.

Restrict access to an entire tracker or on a
row-by-row basis. Save different views of the same
tracker for specific users or entire workstreams by hiding
certain columns of filtering information.

Index syncing

Intuitive control

Reduce project set-up to minutes by creating your
project index from any tracker. Then, benefit from
seamless collaboration since each row in the tracker
will be linked to a folder in the index. This gives you a
ready-made space to assign, comment upon, and flag
its contents.

No clunky workarounds. Toggle between multiple
trackers effortlessly. Insert new rows and columns
when and where you need them. Use purposebuilt columns to create due dates, link directly to
documents, or assign users to tackle specific rows.

Analyze progress in a dash
With internal teams easily stretching to 50 or more people, visibility into your deal’s progress can be murky at best. See
where you stand with your dashboard. Monitor everything from top-level progress to fine details. Analyze data with multiple
graph types. Protect sensitive information by deciding who sees what.

Ready to go
The dashboard includes a default view, equipped to summarize your buy-side
deal as it builds out with due dates, findings, prioritized tasks, @mentions,
updated documents, and login history.

Tailor to your needs
Whether you want to make a small change to the layout or create additional
dashboards for specific audiences, design your ideal dashboard with 10+
configurable widgets. Configure tracker data in a snap with auto generate or
choose specific custom columns to highlight a special focus.

Control access
Advanced permission settings keeps edit and manage access in your hands.
Restrict specific dashboards by user and workstream, keeping information secure.

Take charge of your review
Whether you’re looking at a one-on-one acquisition, roll-up or other investment opportunity, chances are you’ve never worked
in a data room built just for the buy-side. Enhance your playbook with Datasite Acquire and experience immediate benefits.

Seller uploads

Sort fast

Skip hours of checklist mapping by having the seller organize
documents directly into your own data room index. Or connect
directly to the seller’s Datasite data room. Feature permissions
ensure sellers see only what you want them to see.

Stop the hunting and clicking. Lean on AI-enabled autocategorization, document previews, and in-app document
translation to classify information quickly. Miss nothing with OCR
search down to the character level.

Datasite Assist

On-the-go access

Buyers need support too. Set your team up for success with
customizable onboarding and always accessible learning content.
Leverage the expertise of our team to take on time-consuming
tasks, like bulk renaming. Rely on 24/7/365 support available by
phone, email, or chat with fluency in 20+ languages.

Ensure everything keeps moving by accessing your deal on the Datasite
mobile app. While you’re away from your desk, securely keep tabs and
take action. Review documents on the go while marking your favorites,
sharing with other users, and publishing content with one swipe. Ask,
answer, execute approvals in Q&A anywhere, anytime. Review trackers
to assess progress. Invite and manage users on the fly.

Make better decisions, faster
Buy-side M&A is a team sport. That’s why we’ve built a data room designed to elevate the performance of all your players.
But don’t just take it from us. Here’s what your peers are saying:

Findings are so valuable.
Supporting findings with
documents enables reviewers
to get answers on their own
instead of asking questions.
Having the findings in real time
saves so much time each week.

We love Trackers! It has
really helped us consolidate
everything into one place.
We even have our users attach
documents, making it easy for
quick reference.

Using Datasite Acquire has
translated into 30–40% time
savings for us, our portfolio
companies, and our sellers.

Datasite Acquire saved both our
portfolio company and us almost
two weeks over the course of a
seven-week process.
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